“Every bride and groom will find a treatment approach to best suit them.”

THE AUSTRALIAN
CENTRE FOR ADULT
ORTHODONTICS AND
ORTHOPAEDICS
A common problem faced by brides on their wedding day is
showing their crooked teeth when they smile. In the long term,
a poor bite can ultimately cause irreversible damage such as
excessive tooth wear, joint problem and muscle pain. With their
wedding day looming, more and more brides are seeking treatment
and advice to address this problem so they can pose in front of the
camera at their best.
Crooked teeth, bite problems and facial imbalance can be
treated effectively and efficiently with aesthetic braces, lingual
braces, Invisalign (clear aligners), orthodontic implants and speedy
braces (self-ligating technology). Their perfect smile will be captured
forever. With The Australian Centre for Adult Orthodontics and
Orthopaedics’ (ACAOO) customised bridal services (eg removing
the braces before the wedding and putting them back on later at no
extra cost), every bride and groom will find a treatment approach
to best suit them. ACAOO also offer payment plans, making the
treatment not only effective but economical and stress free.
ACAOO’s experienced bridal consultants will organise your
appointments to fit in your timeframe. Have a Smile Analysis with

Dr Gareth Ho and learn how to reveal your most attractive smile.
You will also be equipped with ingenious advice when you pose in
front of the camera, no dental treatment, just techniques to hide the
imperfections when you smile.
ACAOO offers the bride-to-be a quality of life choice which
benefits far exceed a beautiful photo on their big day. A life-long
improvement of dental health, increased self-image and selfconfidence and in turn a greater sense of well-being are only some
or them. ACAOO utilise cutting-edge orthodontic technologies that
will enhance the process and results of adult orthodontic treatment.
They focus on addressing adult patients’ needs and unsightly metal
braces can be minimised or totally avoided.
ACAOO’s state-of-the-art orthodontic surgery offers the latest
solutions including sophisticated computer-aided assessment and
Interactive Patient Education Software, in a relaxing and ambient
dental lounge. Their dedicated business centre facilities are
available for the busiest of professionals to conduct their day to
day business.
Contact ACAOO today for a happier, smilier you today!
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